Programme Updates – Parallel Panels and Innovative Sessions

Version of November 8th

Friday, 8 November

Democracy and Power 6– Power in Earth System Governance (ii): Shifting configurations of power (Panel ID 41)
Panel cancellation

Anticipation and Imagination 9 – Anticipating urban futures: Imagining the city (Panel ID 22)
Changed: Chair Ana Flavia Barros

Anticipation and Imagination 8 – Imagining multiple words: Interrogating the future (Panel ID 25)
Changed: Chair Luis Fernandez Carril

Architecture and Agency 16– Private sectors, trade and business (Panel ID 49)
Changed: Chair Kate Negacz

Adaptiveness and Reflexivity 9– Linking global and local dynamics: Governance responses across scales (Panel ID 69)
Changed: Chair Peter Jacques

Democracy and Power 6– Power in Earth System Governance (ii): Shifting configurations of power (Panel ID 41)
Cancellation: Oil pipeline activism in North America: Implications for social movements (Paper 212)
Amy Janzwood

Architecture and Agency 21– Policy and technological innovations (Panel ID 60)
Cancellation: Seeds and sunflowers: Opportunities for gender equality in the pursuit of food security (Paper 162)
Andrea Collins

Innovative Session 9– Agency in Earth System Governance: Sharing the bounty of our harvest (ii)
Cancellation: Agency in the allocation of and access to natural resources (Paper 176)
Pritee Sharma

Adaptiveness and Reflexivity 9– Linking global and local dynamics: Governance responses across scales (Panel ID 69)
Cancellation: Multilevel governance in climate change adaptation in Bangladesh: Structure, processes, and barriers (Paper 416)
Hallie Eakin

Democracy and Power 6– Power in Earth System Governance (ii): Shifting configurations of power (Panel ID 41)
Cancellation: Seeing like a system: Exploring the power dimensions of regime shifts in natural resource management (Paper 364)
Marta Berbes-Blazquez

Justice and Allocation 8 – Legal and institutional perspectives on justice and allocation (Panel ID 29)
Changed: Chair Peter Lawrence

Innovative Session 11 - Strategic public procurement as a policy tool for the sustainability transition
Changed: Moved to parallel session 7, room Salon

Adaptiveness and Reflexivity 8– Philosophical explorations of adaptiveness and reflexivity (Panel ID 75)
Changed: Chair TBD